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"Great!" Contrary to the Southern Boss's frustration, Angus and the other Thompsons were overjoyed and beamed.

Angus knew that Arthur and August mistook Leon for the murderer of Yonas and they might not come to Leon's rescue, so he

dared not to get his hope up.

To his pleasant surprise, Arthur was understanding and kind enough to bring his men over to Leon's rescue.

With the help of Arthur and the second bloodline, all the Thompsons' spirits were instantly uplifted as they now stood a chance of

winning.

The Spears, on the other hand, realized that they lost their advantage of strength and number, and even found themselves

surrounded by the Thompsons' first and second bloodlines in two directions.

To avoid being ambushed, they immediately retreated and gathered around the Southern Boss, causing the confrontation to

come to a temporary pause.

"Elder Thompson, why are you helping Leon?" The Southern Boss glared at Arthur with displeasure.

Leon was being framed for killing Yonas because of the plan made by Rodney and Joel, so the Southern Boss had no

reservations about attacking Angus and Leon, knowing that Arthur would not protect them.

To his bewilderment, Arthur cast aside his resentment toward Leon and came to his rescue, which confused the Southern Boss.

"I'm not here to help Leon! I'm just here because Yuri asked me to prevent the Spears from doing whatever you want!" Arthur

scoffed.

Yuri had informed Arthur that the Southern Boss and

Rodney were likely the ones responsible for Yonas's death upon returning to the Thompsons Mansion. Though Yuri did not have

any evidence to support his claim, Arthur chose to believe him for the time being out of his love for Yuri.

On top of that, he knew that if he allowed the Southern Boss to eliminate Leon, the Southern Boss would obtain Cynthion Group,

causing the Spears' power and influence to surge. Should that happen, the Southern Boss's next target would be the

Thompsons and Arthur refused to play into the Southern Boss's hands.

Angus and the Thompsons' first bloodline were all with Leon and considering how close Angus was with Leon, Arthur knew that

Angus would not stand idly by. If the first bloodline was to challenge the Spears for Leon's sake, there was a high chance that

they would all perish.

Regardless of what happened, Angus was still family and Arthur could not watch as he led the Thompsons' first bloodline into

doom.

Upon considering everything, Arthur decided to take his men to hurry over, i
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